Do The Right Thing!

I've had experienced youth violence before. From in my past and present. Both being mental and physical. Mainly it was at school, but at one point in time my mother's boyfriend hit her. And from people who dislike my mom for just because who she was. To me people who have problems with or about someone or something should talk about it. People who are doing drugs or are in gangs are showing young children that it's ok to be doing this. But it's not. Youth violence is the number one problem in this country.

Violence has been in my life since I can remember. I've had to choose weather or not to go out side. I've been bullyed in school. So many people start problems when really you can just talk them out. Some problems are big enough to have an audit, but not so to have someone brused and stabbed to no existense. I've always had problems, always had to make choose and so has everyone else.
There are millions of cause for youth violence. Mainly everything is directed to violence. Everything to T.V. video games to the media. And most of it is mental illness to gangs and drugs. To bullying at school in neighborhoods. So many people with lack of confidence. So they put it on some one else. These cause are just not right. There's so many bad role models out there, no one to tell you right from wrong.

I can say stop up and stop violence. Stand up for what is right. Show others that saying no to something can help. Say no to violence. Protest against it, go up to the stat and get things in order. Help children cope with being bullied. Show them how to make the bullies to stop. Influence kids not to go into the world of killing and drugs. To the life of gangs. Help stop the drug cause. Do everything in my power to try to stop violence.

To stop violence, I will do everything in my power to make it stop. And influence others to help. I'll protest against it. I'll start programs. I'll do everything to stop it. Because I know how
it feels. Everybody does. I know, because in my past there was so many things going on. From the bullying at school and at home to the that one teacher who just couldn't stop. I'll always have those memories in my mind. To feel, I'm mean really feel what another person feels, it go show that, and see what their going through is sad, and it makes you mad. To see a mother go through her boyfriends hits is damage and that's uncomfortable. I want to help. And I will help. I'll help everyone who knows this abuse. Because everyone needs a hero. And that's hero can be me or you, or an entire nation.